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Richard Thaler 2017 Nobel Prize..

"for his contributions to behavioural economics"

Daniel Kahneman 2002 Nobel Prize..

“for having integrated insights from psychological 
research into economic science, especially concerning 
human judgment and decision-making under 
uncertainty”



Endowment Effects Ultimatum Games



Mugs randomly distributed
- Median owner sells only at $5.25
- Median buyer pays no more than ~$2.50

Kahnemann et al. (1990) Journal of Political Economy 
Kahnemann et al. (1991) Journal of Economic Perspectives

Endowment Effects: Overvaluing things you already own



Ultimatum Games: People reject ’unfair’ offers: <~45%

Güth et al. (1982) Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization



Henrich et al. (2005) Behavioral and Brain Sciences
Proctor et al (2012) PNAS



So, humans are not ‘homo economicus’ after all? 

- Self-interested

- Consistent (‘rational’)
- A>B, B>C à A>C

Cognitive / Economic bias (‘Anomalies’) 



Ultimatum Games
Dictator Games
Endowment Effects
Status Quo Bias
Risk Aversion
Mental Accounting
Preference Reversal
Hyperbolic discounting
Cooperation
Framing
Familiarity Bias
Sunk Costs
Equity premium puzzle
Closed End Mutual Funds 

Homo ≠ economicus (often)

Now widely accepted?



Are there really 186* different biases?

*May 27, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cognitive_biases





Cooperation in Ultimatum/Dictator Games because of  
‘Other-Regarding Preferences’ / Inequality Aversion?   

Bolton (1991) American Economic Review



Endowment effects because of  loss aversion? 

Kahnemann et al. (1991) Journal of Economic Perspectives



What do cognitive biases actually explain?

Why do we have these anomalies, and not others? 

“saying that the endowment effect is caused by Loss 
Aversion, as a function of  Prospect Theory, is like 
saying that human sexual behavior is caused by 
Abstinence Aversion, as a function of  Lust Theory”

Owen Jones, 2015, Why Behavioral Economics Isn’t Better, and 
How it Could Be, Research Handbook on Behavioral Law and 
Economics



What do cognitive biases actually explain?

Why do we have these anomalies, and not others?

What we really need:

- Theoretical understanding of  why ‘biases’?
- Including variation in when they apply.



Evolution as an overarching framework?

What are the (evolutionary) drivers of  our ‘biases’? 

Utility function not as a given, but an evolving trait?

Why do we have loss aversion (and not attraction?)



How can evolutionary thinking help?
1. Helps think about levels of  causation 



How can evolutionary thinking help?
1. Helps think about levels of  causation 

Mayr (1960) Science

Mechanism Function(adaptation)

Proximate (how?) Ultimate (why?)



How can evolutionary thinking help?
1. Helps think about levels of  causation

Tinbergen’s (Niko, not Jan) four questions 



Mechanism Function(adaptation)

Ontogeny (development) Evolution (phylogeny)

How can evolutionary thinking help?
1. Helps think about levels of  causation 

Proximate (how?) Ultimate (why?)

Static / slice in time

Dynamic / Historical 

Bateson & Laland (2013) Trends in Ecology and Evolution 
Nesse (2013) Trends in Ecology and Evolution



How can evolutionary thinking help?

For Loss Aversion

Loss	Aversion	Version

Proximate (how?) Ultimate (why?)

Static / slice in time

Dynamic / Historical 

Tom et al. (2007) The Neural Basis of Loss Aversion
in Decision-Making Under Risk. Science

McDermott et al.  (2008) On the Evolutionary Origin of 
Prospect Theory Preferences. Journal of Poliitcs

Lakshminaryanan et al. (2008) �Endowment effect in 
capuchin monkeys.  Phil Trans B

?



How can evolutionary thinking help?
1. Helps think about levels of  causation 

Loss	Aversion	Version

“saying that the endowment effect is caused by Loss Aversion, 
as a function of  Prospect Theory, is like saying that human 
sexual behavior is caused by Abstinence Aversion, as a function 
of  Lust Theory”

Owen Jones, 2015, Why Behavioral Economics Isn’t Better, 
and How it Could Be

(1) Loss aversion is a proximate mechanisms that evolved (2) to aid survival 
in unpredictable environments, (3) and originated before the common 
ancestor of  all primates.



Mechanism Function(adaptation)

Ontogeny (development) Evolution (phylogeny)

How can evolutionary thinking help?
1. Helps think about levels of  causation 

Proximate (how?) Ultimate (why?)

Static / slice in time

Dynamic / Historical 

Bateson & Laland (2013) Trends in Ecology and Evolution 
Nesse (2013) Trends in Ecology and Evolution

“Evolutionary Mismatch”



Evolutionary Mismatch

How can evolutionary thinking help?
2. ’Misbehaving’ due to changing environment -> Evolutionary mismatch

Schleaper et al. (2002) Ecological and Evolutionary Traps. Trends in Ecology and Evolution 



How can evolutionary thinking help?
2. ’Misbehaving’ due to changing environment -> Evolutionary mismatch

Julodimorpha bakewelli male beetles mate with beer bottles Humans not well adapted to one-off, anonymous   

1) Loss aversion is a proximate mechanisms that evolved (2) to aid survival in 
unpredictable environments, (3) and originated before the common ancestor of  all 
primates, (4) but now can backfire (be maladaptive) when we are in a regulated, 
predictable environment.  



How can evolutionary thinking help?
3. What (if  anything) do we expect humans to optimise?

In an evolutionary perspective, fitness (‘survival of  the fittest’)



How can evolutionary thinking help?
3. What (if  anything) do we expect humans to optimise?

In an evolutionary perspective, fitness (‘survival of  the fittest’)

Fitness = 3 

Average in population = 5

Relative fitness ’blue’ mutant =  3/5



How can evolutionary thinking help?
3. What (if  anything) do we expect humans to optimise?

In an evolutionary perspective, fitness (‘survival of  the fittest’)

Fitness = 3 

Average in population = 5

Relative, not absolute pay-offs? 



Economically irrational behaviours, can often 
(sometimes?) be evolutionarily rational?

Explains the ‘bias’ away (somewhat)..

Relative, ‘not absolute’ pay-offs
+ 

Mismatch 



How can evolutionary thinking help?
3. What (if  anything) do we expect humans to optimise?

Or, even more fundamentally, ‘Inclusive Fitness’ (gene-level) 

West, Griffin, Gardner (2007) Current Biology







Towards an evolutionarily meaningful classification of  
‘biases’?

Bias 1

Bias 5

Bias 2

Bias 4

Bias 3



Towards an evolutionarily meaningful classification of  
‘biases’?

‘Homo economicus’ perspective ’Evolutionary’ perspective Example

Absolute pay-off Relative payoff  (fitness) Ultimatum game

Individual pay-off Inclusive fitness Inheritance

Short-term pay-off Average lifetime payoff Preferences change over lifetime

Stable environment/incentives Unpredictability (Lack of) pension saving

(Perfectly) adapted to conditions Time-lag / Evolutionary mismatch Obesity

- Theoretical understanding of  why ‘biases’?
- Including variation in when they apply.



Evolutionary perspective ≠ no culture, learning etc

Henrich et al. (2005) Behavioral and Brain Sciences
Burton-Chewell et al (2018) Proc Roy Soc B



Also, homo economicus as a normative theory not (necessarily) affected



Is there even a point to an evolutionary approach? 

‘..accepting	the	theory	of	evolution	as	true	does	not	mean	that	it	
needs	to	feature	prominently	in	an	economic	analysis.	We	know	
people	are	loss	averse,	we	don’t	need	to	know	whether	it	has	an	
evolutionary	explanation.’

Richard	Thaler,	2015	“Misbehaving”	

Just-so stories? 

What/when/where is the 
‘ancestral’ environment? 



Mechanism Function(adaptation)

Ontogeny (development) Evolution (phylogeny)

Proximate (how?) Ultimate (why?)

Static / slice in time

Dynamic / Historical 



Future Research Avenues?

Theoretical - Szentes, Raihani, André
- Utility & Preferences (‘biases’) as an evolutionary problem per se

Across-species comparative - Bateson, Kalenscher
- Where shared (and not)? 
- Evolutionary Drivers? 

Cross-cultural comparative – Fortunato, André
- Plastic or not? 
- What socio-environmental drivers? 

Experimental (Economics) - Kets, Raihani, Bateson, Burton-Chewell
- What cue/drivers at individual level?

Mechanistic (Kalenscher)
- Neural, hormonal etc. 
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